Langmuir monolayer properties of the fluorinated-hydrogenated hybrid amphiphiles with dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC)
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Abstract
Surface pressure–area (π–A), surface potential–area (∆V–A), and dipole moment–area (µ⊥–A) isotherms were obtained for the Langmuir monolayer of two fluorinated-hydrogenated hybrid amphiphiles (sodium phenyl 1-[(4-perfluorohexyl)-phenyl]-1-hexylphosphate (F6PH5PPhNa) and (sodium phenyl 1-[(4-perfluorooctyl)-phenyl]-1-hexylphosphate (F8PH5PPhNa)), DPPC and their two-component systems at the air/water interface. Monolayers spread on 0.02 M Tris buffer solution (pH 7.4) with 0.13 M NaCl at 298.2 K were investigated by the Wilhelmy method, ionizing electrode method and fluorescence microscopy. Moreover, the miscibility of two components was examined by plotting the variation of the molecular area and the surface potential as a function of the molar fraction for the fluorinated-hydrogenated hybrid amphiphiles on the basis of the additivity rule. The miscibility of the monolayers was also examined by construction of two-dimensional phase diagrams. Furthermore, assuming the regular surface mixture, the Joos equation for analysis of the collapse pressure of two-component monolayers allowed calculation of the interaction parameter (ξ) and the interaction energy (−¹ε) between the fluorinated-hydrogenated hybrid amphiphiles and DPPC. The observations by a fluorescence microscopy also supported our interpretation as for the miscibility in the monolayer state. Comparing the monolayer behavior between the two binary systems, no remarkable difference was found among various aspects. Among the two combinations, the mole fraction dependence in monlayer properties was commonly classified into two ranges: 0 ≤ X ≤ 0.3 and 0.3 < X ≤ 1. Dependence of the chain length of fluorinated part was reflected for the molecular packing and surface potential.

1. Introduction
Fluorinated surfactants are particularly valuable when extreme surface activity, hydrophobicity, lipophobicity, resistance to high temperatures, aggressive chemical or biological environments, and detergent activity are needed [1,2]. Wide scale of newly well-defined and modular fluorinated surfactants were recently synthesized, allowing the preparation and stabilization of various colloidal systems with potential biomedical applications. For example, a neat fluorocarbon, fluorocarbon-in-water emulsion, and reverse water (or hydrocarbon)-in-fluorocarbon emulsion are being evaluated for in vivo oxygen delivery, liquid ventilation, diagnosis and drug delivery [3–5].

In order to develop performance of surfactants recently, the so-called “hybrid” type surfactants with a hydrocarbon and a fluorocarbon chain in an identical molecule have been synthesized...
from the viewpoint of a partial molecular area (PMA), an apparatus/DPPC binary systems is further extended in the present study on the two fluorinated-hydrogenated hybrid examined by fluorescence microscopy [32,33]. It is noted that based on the Joos equation [31]. Finally, the monolayers were constructed, and were examined for the respective binary systems. Intermolecular interaction was rather strong, suggesting that attractive forces between head groups contribute more to miscibility than the hydrophobic interactions [14,15].

We in this study have focused on characterizing the Langmuir monolayer behavior of two hybrid amphiphiles (F6PH5PPhNa and DPPC) and their two-component systems at the air/water interface. The surface pressure (π), surface potential (ΔV), and dipole moment (μ⊥)-A isotherms were obtained for the respective pure systems and their two-component systems. Phase diagrams plotting the collapse pressure (π*) against the molar fraction of F6PH5PPhNa (or F8PH5PPhNa) were constructed, and were examined for the respective binary systems in comparison with the simulated curves of ideal mixing based on the Joos equation [31]. Finally, the monolayers were examined by fluorescence microscopy [32,33]. It is noted that the present study on the two fluorinated-hydrogenated hybrid amphiphiles/DPPC binary systems is further being extended from the view point of a partial molecular area (PMA), an apparent partial molecular surface potential (APSP), a surface excess Gibbs energy and its thermodynamic analysis based on the regular solution theory, the compressibility of the formed monolayer film and the hysteresis phenomenon in π-A curves accompanied by compression and expansion; the results and discussion will be reported in a separate paper.

2. Experimental

Sodium phenyl 1-(4-perfluorobutyl)-phenyl-1-hexylphosphate (which is denoted as F6PH5PPhNa or F6) and Sodium phenyl 1-(4-perfluorooctyl)-phenyl-1-hexylphosphate (which is denoted as F8PH5PPhNa or F8) were synthesized and purified as reported previously [6]. Their chemical structures are demonstrated in Fig. 1. Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (L-α-1-palmitoyl-2-hydroxy-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine: DPPC, purity >99%) was purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids Inc. (Birmingham, AL, USA) and used without further purification. Stock solutions of the respective samples (1 mM) were prepared in a mixed solvent of n-hexane/ethanol mixture (9/1 in v/v) which were purchased from nacalai tesque, and 50 µL of the respective mixed solution was spread at the air/aqueous solution interface. The spreading solvent was allowed to evaporate for 15 min prior to compression. The buffer solution used as the substrate was prepared using thrice distilled water (surface tension, 72.7 mN m⁻¹ at 293.2 K; resistivity, 18 MΩ cm) with a 0.02 M Tris (hydroxyethyl) aminomethane (Tris) buffering agent and with 0.13 M NaCl, and its pH was adjusted to be 7.4 with adequate addition of acetic acid (HAc). Sodium chloride (nacalai tesque) was roasted at 1023 K for 24 h to remove any surface active organic impurity.

2.1. Surface pressure–area (π-A) isotherms

The surface pressure (π) was measured using an automated homemade Wilhelmy film balance. The surface pressure balance (Metter Toledo, AG245) has a resolution of 0.05 mN m⁻¹. The pressure-measuring system was equipped with a filter paper (Whatman s41, periphery 4 cm). A trough made from a 720 cm² Teflon-coated brass was used. The π-A isotherms were recorded at 298.2 ± 0.05 K. The monolayers were compressed at a speed of 0.13 nm² molecules⁻¹ min⁻¹. The standard deviations for area and surface pressure measurements were ~0.01 nm² and ~0.1 mN m⁻¹, respectively.

2.2. Surface potential (ΔV) measurements as a function of area (A)

Surface potential was recorded upon compression of the monolayer spread on 0.02 M Tris buffer solution with 0.13 M NaCl at 298.2 K. It was monitored using an ionizing 241Am electrode placed 1–2 mm above the interface, while a reference electrode was dipped into the subphase. The standard deviation for the surface potential measurements was ~±2.5 mV. The other conditions were the same as described in previous papers [33]. The ΔV-A data were transferred to surface dipole moment (μ⊥) by computer as reported in the literature [34].

[6] Although fluorocarbon chain length of these materials is not so long enough in general, they have various unique properties such as ability to reduce the surface tension of water, simultaneous emulsification of hydrocarbon oil/fluorocarbon oil/water [7], formation of small micelles with unusually long lifetime [8], and very high viscosity of the surfactant solution at body heat [9–13]. Their applications are highly expected in the chemical, mechanical and other industrial aspects. For example, fluorocarbon-hydrocarbon hybrid surfactants having a phenyl phosphate group do adsorb on teeth to give hydrophobicity as well as lipophobicity to the surface and their micelles solubilizing dental drugs can penetrate into periodontal pockets in order to cure periodontal disease [6]. We have previously investigated a mixed system made of a phospholipid (dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine, DPPC) and hydrogenated or perfluorocarboxylic acids from our interest in mechanism of anesthesia, because most of local anesthetics are halogenated organic compounds. Hence, the conclusion that the interaction of DPPC with fluorocarbon fatty acids is stronger than that with hydrocarbon ones was reached [14–16]. Some other papers on two-component system of partially fluorinated carboxylic acid and phospholipid Langmuir monolayer have already appeared [17–20]. Nevertheless, little is known about the factors determining the phase behavior of these hybrid surfactants with a hydrocarbon chain and a fluorocarbon chain in an identical molecule in their monolayer states. Due to the importance or usefulness of hybrid amphiphiles in advanced clinical trials [1,2,21–23], it is necessary to know the way how these hybrid materials do interact with their given environments. In this respect, studies on two-component monolayers of the hybrid amphiphiles and phospholipids are assumed to work as a basic model system reflecting the two dimensional interaction modes. Phospholipids have attracted a great attention because they are one of the most abundant ingredients in cell membranes [24]. Among the many different phospholipids, DPPC has been employed for binary monolayer studies in many cases [25–30]. They reported that fluorocarboxylic acids and DPPC were partially miscible in the binary monolayers. Intermolecular interaction was rather strong, suggesting that attractive forces between head groups contribute more to miscibility than the hydrophobic interactions [14,15].
2.3. Fluorescence microscopy

Fluorescence images were observed using an automated homemade Wilhelmy film balance equipped with a fluorescence microscope (BM-1000, U.S.I. System, Japan). It is possible to record simultaneously the surface pressure (π)–area (A) and the surface potential (∆V)–A isotherms along with the monolayer images in order to correlate these properties of the same monolayer. A 300 W lamp (XL 300, Pneum) was used for fluorescence excitation. A 546 nm band path filter (Mitutoyo) was used for excitation and a 590 nm cut-off filter (Olympus) for emission. The monolayer images were taken using a 20× long-distance objective lens (Mitutoyo f = 200/focal length 20 mm). A xanthyllium 3,6-bis(diethylamino)-9-(2-octadecyloxycarbonyl)phenyl chloride (R18, Molecular Probes) was used as an insoluble fluorescent probe. It has its absorbance and emission band maxima at 556 and 578 nm, respectively. The solution containing 1 mol% of the fluorescent probe against insoluble materials was used in the fluorescence microscopy experiments. Fluorescence images were recorded, with a CCD camera (757 JAI ICCD camera, Denmark) connected to the microscope, directly into computer memory through an online image processor (VAIO PCV-R53, Sony video capture soft). The entire optical set-up was placed on an active vibration isolation unit (Model-AY-1812, Visolator, Japan). The operation of the present microscopy was similar to the previous reports [35,36].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Stability of the F6PH5PPhNa and F8PH5PPhNa monolayers

To check the monolayer's stability, the relaxation time of the surface pressure after compression up to 35 mN m⁻¹ was measured for F6PH5PPhNa, F8PH5PPhNa and DPPC. A 0.02 M Tris buffer solution with 0.13 M NaCl was chosen as the sub-phase in order to mimic a biomembrane-like environment. Fig. 2 shows that the surface pressure of DPPC decreased during the first 30 min and then plateaued at ca. 33 mN m⁻¹. This value is in good agreement with literature value [32]. On the other hand, even though small decreasing in the surface pressure was observed for the F6PH5PPhNa and F8PH5PPhNa monolayers even after 1 h, their aqueous solubilities are so low that both species can hardly exist in bulk solution (substrate phase). They are enough stable to form the insoluble monolayer at the air/water interface.
Fig. 2. Time dependence of the surface pressure ($\pi$). Langmuir monolayers were compressed up to 35 mN m$^{-1}$ on 0.02 M Tris buffer solution with 0.13 M NaCl at 298.2 K; the $\pi$–t measurements were then started. 1: F6PH5PPhNa; 2: F8PH5PPhNa, and 3: DPPC.

3.2. Isotherms of surface pressure ($\pi$), surface potential ($\Delta V$), and dipole moment ($\mu_\perp$) versus area per molecule ($A$)

The $\pi$–$A$, $\Delta V$–$A$ and $\mu_\perp$–$A$ isotherms of monolayers formed by the respective single systems of F6PH5PPhNa, F8PH5PPhNa, and DPPC on 0.02 M Tris buffer solution (pH 7.4) with 0.13 M NaCl at 298.2 K are shown in Fig. 3. The $\pi$–$A$ isotherms demonstrate that extrapolated surface areas of the F6PH5PPhNa and F8PH5PPhNa are almost the same but much larger than that of DPPC. The high compressibility of the hybrid surfactants over whole surface pressure range as well as the absence of discontinuity in their $\pi$–$A$ isotherms shows that both single systems do spread over the surface as a typical disorder monolayer. The monolayer of F6PH5PPhNa was confirmed to be stable up to 43.5 mN m$^{-1}$, which is confirmed by the collapse pressure for F6PH5PPhNa and by its $\Delta V$ measurement. The extrapolated area (limiting area $A_0$) in the closed packing state was estimated to be 0.89 nm$^2$. Originally, the cross sectional area of an optimally packed, all trans, hydrocarbon chain is about 0.20 nm$^2$ and that of a fluorocarbon chain is about 0.30 nm$^2$. Then the hydrophobic portions of the hybrid double-chain molecules may be expected to occupy an area of $A = 0.20 + 0.30 = 0.50$ nm$^2$. But the observed value is much larger than 0.50 nm$^2$. The large extrapolated area (nm$^2$) reflects the bulkiness of the fluorinated-hydrogenated hybrid amphiphiles' hydrophobic tail moiety coming from their bond angle due to the existence of two benzene rings, whereas conformation of their two hydrophobic chains is judged to be para type (see Fig. 1).

The collapse pressure and the extrapolated area for F8PH5PPhNa are $\sim 44.5$ mN m$^{-1}$ and 0.87 nm$^2$, respectively. Compared with the $\pi$–$A$ isotherm of pure F6PH5PPhNa (43.5 mN m$^{-1}$ and 0.87 nm$^2$) shown in Fig. 3, no remarkable difference can be seen in $\pi$–$A$ isotherm between them. This indicates that the extension of fluorinated chain length has no influence upon the monolayer property and its two-dimensional area. Fig. 1B and C, respectively, include the broad side view and bird’s-eye view from beneath which shows the cross section corresponding to the extrapolated surface area.

On the other hand, the DPPC isotherm presented the characteristic first-order phase transition from the disordered liquid-expanded (LE) phase to the ordered liquid-condensed (LC) phase. The transition pressure ($\pi_{\text{eq}}$) at 298.2 K was 11.8 mN m$^{-1}$, above which the surface pressure went up accompanying the conformational change. The collapse pressure and the extrapolated area of DPPC were found to be 55 mN m$^{-1}$ and 0.49 nm$^2$, respectively. These values are very close to those previously reported [32,37–39] except for minor distinctions caused by difference in subphase composition.

Fig. 3(b) and (c) frames show the variations of $\Delta V$ and $\mu_\perp$ as a function of molecular surface area for F6PH5PPhNa, F8PH5PPhNa, and DPPC monolayers, respectively. The surface potential ($\Delta V$) is a measure of the electrostatic field gradient perpendicular to the horizontal surface and thus varies considerably with the molecular surface density. The behavior of $\Delta V$–$A$ isotherms corresponds to the change of the molecular orientation upon compression as shown in Fig. 3. In the surface potential values ($\Delta V$), both F6PH5PPhNa and F8PH5PPhNa always...
keep the negative. The $\Delta V$ values at the closest packed state reach around $-440$ mV for F6PH5PPhNa and around $-497$ mV for F8PH5PPhNa. The negative values attribute to the fluorocarbon chain and the greater value of F8PH5PPhNa than that of F6PH5PPhNa results from the closer packing of the former. In contrast, the DPPC monolayer has the positive $\Delta V$ value of 558 mV at high surface pressure. Markedly abrupt change in the $\Delta V$–$A$ curve for DPPC indicates great change in the orientation, corresponding to a change from gas state to LE, while both hybrid surfactants exhibit a gradual change of conformation of floating molecules on the surface with compression.

The vertical component of surface dipole moment ($\mu_\perp$) was calculated from the Helmholtz equation using the measured values of $\Delta V$,

$$\mu_\perp = \frac{\Delta V \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon A}{1}$$

where $\varepsilon_0$ is the permittivity of a vacuum (which is assumed to be unity) and $\varepsilon$ is the mean permittivity of the monolayer, $A$ is the area occupied by a molecule [40]. The $\Delta V$ or $\mu_\perp$ values involve the resultant change of the dipole moments carried by the polar head, the hydrophobic groups (the hydrocarbon chain group, the fluorocarbon chain group, and phenyl group), and the subphase. The respective changing modes of $\mu_\perp$ with compression are shown in Fig. 3c, indicating a big difference between DPPC and hybrid surfactants, as similar to that of $\Delta V$–$A$ behavior.

3.3. Miscibility of two-component systems

First of all, for the two combinations of two-component monolayer systems composed of F6PH5PPhNa, F8PH5PPhNa, and DPPC, it is indispensable to clarify the effect of molecular structure, the interaction between two components, and the miscibility in the monolayer state. For the above purposes, the $\pi$–$A$, $\Delta V$–$A$, and $\mu_\perp$–$A$ isotherms were obtained at various compositions at 298.2 K on a 0.02 M Tris buffer solution with 0.13 M NaCl for F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC and F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC systems.

![Figure 4](image-url)

(A) Surface pressure ($\pi$)–area ($A$) isotherms (a), surface potential ($\Delta V$)–$A$ isotherms (b), and surface dipole moment ($\mu_\perp$)–$A$ isotherms (c) of F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC two-component monolayers as a function of F6PH5PPhNa mol fraction ($X_{F6}$) on 0.02 M Tris buffer solution with 0.13 M NaCl at 298.2 K.

(B) Surface pressure ($\pi$)–area ($A$) isotherms (a), surface potential ($\Delta V$)–$A$ isotherms (b), and surface dipole moment ($\mu_\perp$)–$A$ isotherms (c) of F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC two-component monolayers as a function of F8PH5PPhNa mol fraction ($X_{F8}$) on 0.02 M Tris buffer solution with 0.13 M NaCl at 298.2 K.
3.3.1. F6PH5PPhNa and F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC two-component systems

Fig. 4A and B exhibits the $\pi$–$A$ isotherms for two-component monolayers of F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC and F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC systems at various mole fractions, respectively. All the isotherms of the binary systems sit in the order of the increase in the mole fraction between those of both single systems. The transition from disorder to order was observable up to $X_{F6}$ (or $X_{F8}$) = 0.3. The change and disappearance of the transition pressure with increasing surface pressure suggests that F6PH5PPhNa and F8PH5PPhNa have an ability to make DPPC miscible in the monolayers, as mentioned in the later section of two-dimensional phase diagram. This observation is the first evidence that these two components are well miscible with DPPC in the monolayer. As it is difficult to ascertain the presence of the transition pressure at the mole fractions >0.3 on the $\pi$–$A$ isotherms, we have investigated these two systems by fluorescence microscopy (later section).

The interaction between F6PH5PPhNa or F8PH5PPhNa and DPPC molecules was investigated by examining whether the variation of the mean molecular areas ($A_m$) as a function of $X_{F6}$ (or $X_{F8}$) can satisfy the additivity rule or not [41]. Comparison between the experimental $A_m$ values and those of ideal mixing (dashed straight line) is shown in Fig. 5a and b at four surface pressures (5, 15, 25, and 35 mN m$^{-1}$). For $\pi = 5$ mN m$^{-1}$, both F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC and F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC systems show a small negative deviation from the additivity rule, indicating a weak attractive interaction between them. This may result from the fact that at such low surface pressures the interactions between them are mainly governed by the attractions between the polar heads. In contrast, for $\pi = 15$, and 25 mN m$^{-1}$, positive deviations are observed, reflecting the coexistence region of LE and LC states of DPPC. But at $\pi = 35$ mN m$^{-1}$, the variation almost follows the additivity rule. This indicates that these two components are almost ideally mixed in the monolayer state; the repulsion between the hydrocarbon chain and fluorocarbon chain is compensated by the attractive interaction between the head groups of these two components, as has been observed for DPPC/perfluorocarboxylic acid two-component monolayers [14]. Looking at the curves at 35 mN m$^{-1}$ for both two-component systems in more detail, in the range below $X_{F6}$ or $X_{F8}$ = 0.3 the $A_m$ values deviate negatively, while the curves above 0.3 deviate positively. This suggests that the two-component monolayer state may be divided at least into two parts above and below the mole fraction of 0.3. In addition, there is no remarkable difference between the two combinations. A binary system can show apparently an ideal behavior, when the two components form an ideally mixed monolayer or the two components can not mixed completely but can form the so-called patched film. Even in the latter case, the additivity should show a linear relation as indicated by a broken line. So, such a direct observation as fluorescence microscopy may be useful, to determine whether both components do form really well mixed films or form patched films.

Turning our attention to the influence of $X_{F6}$ (or $X_{F8}$) on the $\Delta V$–$A$ and $\mu_\perp$–$A$ isotherms shown in Fig. 4A and B, both the surface potential ($\Delta V$) and the surface dipole moment ($\mu_\perp$) clearly indicate that all the curves of the two-component systems
locate between those of the respective pure components and that they successively change with the mole fraction. Analysis of the surface potential ($\Delta V$) of the two-component monolayers in terms of the additivity rule is presented in Fig. 6a and b. For both these two-component systems, comparison of the experimental data values with calculated ones (dashed line) clearly indicates the negative deviations at all surface pressures. The profiles of deviation are almost similar between F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC and F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC systems, which suggests that the effect of extending fluorocarbon chain length for their conformation is not very remarkable because of the same tilt angle between their double chains.

From all the curves given in Figs. 3 and 4, the fundamental data values such as transition pressure ($\pi_{eq}$), collapse pressure ($\pi_c$), and absolute surface potential ($\Delta V$) at the closed packing state in addition to limiting area ($A_0$) were determined and tabulated in Table 1 as a function of $X_{F6}$ (or $X_{F8}$).

### 3.4. Two-dimensional phase diagrams

From the $\pi$-$A$ isotherms for the two-component systems of F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC and F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC, their two-dimensional phase diagrams were constructed using the data of the transition pressure ($\pi_{eq}$) and the collapse pressure ($\pi_c$) changes at various molar fractions of F6PH5PPhNa or F8PH5PPhNa. Resultant phase diagrams at 298.2 K are shown in Fig. 7A and B, respectively.

Firstly, in F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC system, the transition pressures from disorder (gaseous or liquid-expanded) to order

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mole fraction, $X$</th>
<th>$A_0$ (nm$^2$)</th>
<th>$\pi_{eq}$ (mN m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\pi_c$ (mN m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta V$ (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>490</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 7. (A) The phase diagram of F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC system on 0.02 M Tris buffer solution with 0.13 M NaCl at 298.2 K. (a) The transition pressure ($\pi_{eq}$) and (b) the collapse pressure ($\pi_c$) plotted against mole fraction of F6PH5PPhNa ($X_{F6}$). The dashed line was calculated by Eq. (2) in the case of $\xi = 0$. (B) The phase diagram of F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC system on 0.02 M Tris buffer solution with 0.13 M NaCl at 298.2 K. (a) The transition pressure ($\pi_{eq}$) and (b) the collapse pressure ($\pi_c$) plotted against mole fraction of F8PH5PPhNa ($X_{F8}$). The dashed line was calculated by Eq. (2) in the case of $\xi = 0$.

The liquid-condensed phase are plotted against mole fraction of F6PH5PPhNa in Fig. 7A-(a). In this system at $X_{F6} = 0–0.3$, $\pi_{eq}$ isotherm displays a phase transition pressure ($\pi_{eq}$) that changes almost linearly with $X_{F6}$. Judging from the change of the transition pressure, two components are miscible each other at mole fractions, which is the first evidence of the miscibility of the two components within the monolayer films as described above. This can be explained by the fact that film-forming molecules become more dense by compression, accompanying more depression in surface tension by the film-forming molecules themselves. Then the resultant surface pressure was raised. The rise in the transition pressure with mole fraction of F6PH5PPhNa means that the transition of DPPC takes place when the film-forming molecules become denser with the mole fraction. These phenomena resemble the elevation of boiling point and the depression of freezing point in the mixed solution.

Assuming that the surface mixtures behave as a surface regular solution with a hexagonal lattice, the coexistence phase boundary between the ordered monolayer phase and the bulk phase can be theoretically simulated by the following Joos equation, and the interaction parameter ($\xi$) can be calculated from this deviation [31] too:

$$1 = x_1^2 \gamma_1 \exp \left\{ \frac{\gamma_1^2 \pi_c - \pi_{eq} \gamma_1 \omega_1}{kT} \right\} \exp \left\{ \xi (x_1^2)^2 \right\} + x_2^2 \gamma_2 \exp \left\{ \frac{\gamma_2^2 \pi_c - \pi_{eq} \gamma_2 \omega_2}{kT} \right\} \exp \left\{ \xi (x_2^2)^2 \right\}$$

where $x_1^2$ and $x_2^2$ denote the mole fraction in a given binary mixed monolayer composed of components 1 and 2, respectively, and $\pi_{eq}$ and $\pi_c$ are the corresponding collapse pressures of components 1 and 2. $\omega_m$ $(m = 1, 2)$ is the collapse pressure of the monolayer at given composition of $x_1$ and $x_2$. $\gamma_1$ and $\gamma_2$ are the corresponding limiting molecular surface area at the collapse points. $\gamma_1^2$ and $\gamma_2^2$ are the surface activity coefficients at the collapse point, $\xi$ the interaction parameter, and $kT$ is the product of the Boltzmann constant and the Kelvin temperature. The solid curve is made coincident with the experimental values by adjusting $\xi$.

In these figures, M. indicates a two-component monolayer formed by F6PH5PPhNa and DPPC species, while bulk denotes a solid phase of F6PH5PPhNa and DPPC ("bulk phase" may be called "solid phase"). The collapse pressure $\pi_c$ determined at each mole fraction is indicated by filled circles, where the dotted line shows the case where the interaction parameter ($\xi$) is zero for an ideal mixing.

From the diagram, the new finding is that the monolayer state of F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC two-component system can be divided into two regions; that is $\xi = -0.33$ at the range of $X_{F6} = 0–0.3$ and $\xi = 0$ at $X_{F6} = 0.3–1$. The negative interaction parameter means that there is mutual interaction between two components in the
Fig. 8. (A) Fluorescence micrographs of F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC two-component monolayer at various mole fractions ($X_{F6} = 0.025, 0.05, \text{ and } 0.1$) observed on 0.02 M Tris buffer solution with 0.13 M NaCl at 298.2 K. The monolayers contain 1 mol% fluorescent probe. The number in these images indicates the surface pressure and the order domain percentage in the micrograph. Scale bar represents 100 μm.

(B) Fluorescence micrographs of F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC two-component monolayer at various mole fractions ($X_{F8} = 0.025, 0.05, \text{ and } 0.1$) observed on 0.02 M Tris buffer solution with 0.13 M NaCl at 298.2 K. The monolayers contain 1 mol% fluorescent probe. The number in these images indicates the surface pressure and the order domain percentage in the micrograph. Scale bar represents 100 μm.
two-component monolayer that is stronger than the mean of the interactions between pure component molecules themselves. The interaction energy \( -\Delta \varepsilon \) can be calculated by the following equation:

\[
-\Delta \varepsilon = -\frac{\xi RT}{6}
\]  

(3)

And their interaction energies were calculated to be \( -\Delta \varepsilon = 136 \text{ J mol}^{-1} \) for a pair of F6PH5PPhNa and DPPC molecules in the range of \( X_{F6} = 0.3 \). As the result, F6PH5PPhNa and DPPC are completely miscible in the condensed state as well as in the expanded state, and this behavior is classified into the positive azeotropic type.

Secondly, F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC system demonstrates that the monolayer behavior may also be divided into two parts at the mole fraction of \( X_{F8} = 0.3 \), similar to F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC system. Their interaction parameter and interaction energies were calculated to be \( \xi = -0.60 \) for the mixture in the range of \( X_{F8} = 0.0-0.3 \) and \( -\Delta \varepsilon = 248 \text{ J mol}^{-1} \), respectively. Thus, these two components in both combinations are regarded as complete mixing.

### 3.5. Fluorescence microscopy of monolayers formed by F6PH5PPhNa and F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC two-component systems

In order to interpret the phase behavior on the \( \pi-A \) isotherms, we investigated the morphological observation by fluorescence microscopy, which provides a direct picture of the monolayers. If a fluorescent dye probe is incorporated into the monolayer, its distribution can be determined by fluorescence microscopy. The contrast is due to difference in dye solubility between disorder (or LE) and order phases (or LC). Thus, we took fluorescence micrographs (FMs) of pure F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC and F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC two-component monolayers that are regarded as complete mixing.

The mole fraction dependence of the transition pressure is observed on the FM images of these two-component systems of F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC and F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC in Fig. 8A and B, respectively. At low surface pressures (\( \pi < \pi^{eq} \)), the two-component monolayer for F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC system uniformly fluoresced, showing apparently homogeneous disorder phase without order phase of dark domains. As increasing the surface pressure, order domains appeared from at \( X_{F6} = 0.025 \) to 0.05. In each case, the disorder/order coexistence region is observed, and the transition pressure (\( \pi^{eq} \)) is higher than that of pure DPPC. This suggests that the observed dark domains in these figures would represent a condensed DPPC-enriched phase. But we cannot capture the order domains above the mole fraction of \( X_{F6} = 0.1 \), although the transition pressure (\( \pi^{eq} \)) was observed up to \( X_{F6} = 0.3 \). With increasing surface pressure, the conformation change of the polar head groups in the two-component monolayer took place to facilitate the formation of the small order domains of DPPC. In this system, the small order domains were distributed homogeneously and observed to undergo the Brownian motion in the monolayer. At higher surface pressures, the growth of circular order domains persists in F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC two-component monolayer. As a result, this binary system was found to form not patchy film but well mixed monolayer completely miscible each other.

In the FM image of F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC system (Fig. 8B), the similar behavior might be also observed for the F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC system. The difference between these two binary systems is that F8PH5PPhNa can more disperse the order domains of DPPC. At higher surface pressures, the growth of circular order domains persists in F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC two-component monolayer. As a result, this binary system was found to form not patchy film but well mixed monolayer completely miscible each other.

In the FM image of F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC system (Fig. 8B), the similar behavior might be also observed for the F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC system. The difference between these two binary systems is that F8PH5PPhNa can more disperse the order domains of DPPC. At higher surface pressures, the growth of circular order domains persists in F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC two-component monolayer. As a result, this binary system was found to form not patchy film but well mixed monolayer completely miscible each other.

### 4. Conclusions

Synthesized hybrid type surfactants with a hydrocarbon chain and a fluorocarbon chain in one molecule (F6PH5PPhNa and F8PH5PPhNa) can be spread as a stable monolayer on 0.02 M Tris buffer solution with 0.13 M NaCl at 298.2 K together with phospholipid (DPPC). The monolayer properties of F6PH5PPhNa, F8PH5PPhNa and DPPC, and both two-component systems of the two hybrids with DPPC, F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC and F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC were investigated at different compositions. The miscibility was supported by the changes of the transition pressure and the collapse pressure in the monolayer state over the surface pressures. The \( \pi-A \), \( \Delta V/A \) isotherms of F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC and F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC mixtures showed that the two
components were miscible in the monolayer state over the whole range of $X_F$ (or $X_M$) and of surface pressures investigated. The two-dimensional phase diagram and the Joos equation allowed calculation of the interaction parameter ($\xi$) and interaction energy ($\Delta_1 / \Delta_1^\infty$) for F6PH5PPhNa/DPPC and F8PH5PPhNa/DPPC systems. All these systems were classified as "positive azeotropic type". In these systems, $\pi$-$\alpha$ isotherm displays a phase transition pressure ($\pi^{\text{PT}}$) from X = 0 to 0.3 that changes almost linearly with $X_M$ (or $X_F$). The observations using fluorescence microscopy also supported the miscibility in the monolayer state. The new finding that the present two binary monolayers can be divided at least into two parts above and below mole fraction of 0.3, which enables us to expect a developing perspective in regard to study on amphiphile mixtures.
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